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Earning the right and not assuming a sense of entitlement is a life lesson
parents, teachers and coaches must instil in children.
On talk-back radio recently I heard a caller tell
a timely story about how as a child she was
lucky enough to receive riding lessons from a
renowned horse expert.
He had one condition. She had to earn
the right to be taught to ride a horse. That
meant she had to muck out the stables; brush
and feed the horse; look after the gear and
do everything else required to look after a
horse. Only when she’d proved herself could
she earn the right to ride a horse under his
tutelage.
This caller said this powerful lesson shaped
her entire life. It taught her that there were no
entitlements in life; to work hard and value
her achievements. She never took anything
for granted.
Contrast this with the extraordinary sense
of entitlement of Australian tennis players
Nick Kyrgios and Bernard Tomic who routinely
treat the public, players and the game that
serves them well, with utter disdain. Their
attitude of entitlement is mind-boggling, not
to say embarrassing to reasonable-minded,
hard-working people.

Our kids should earn the right
The talk-back caller’s earning the right story is

a fabulous lesson for all parents and teachers.
If we want to raise a generation to appreciate
what they have, then we shouldn’t give
children or young people everything on a
platter. In an era of small families, child pester
power and relative affluence it’s tempting to
simply give kids what they want.
“Dad, can I have a…?”
“Sure!”
The Rolling Stones were right four decades
ago when they sang, “You can’t always get
what you want!” Those words form a great
child-rearing lesson. That is, just because you
can provide something for your kids, doesn’t
mean that you do.
They need to earn the right to have
something by saving, working for or
simply waiting until they are old enough to
appreciate it.
Similarly, kids don’t automatically have a
right to greater freedoms such as going out
at night; those rights need to be earned by
proving they are trustworthy.
Also, kids who think they are entitled to
use a part of the house such as a living room
without cleaning up mess are acting with a
false sense of entitlement.

In fact, there are no entitlements, only
rights. And rights are earned by being
responsible.
A child has a right to use the living room but
they also have a responsibility to clean up a
rather than leave it a pigsty. A night banished
to their room is a reminder that spending time
in the living room is not an entitlement. It’s a
right that comes with conditions.
Earning the right! A simple phrase with so
much complexity.
I suspect it’s a phrase that neither Nick
Kyrgios or Bernard Tomic heard much when
they were growing up. Maybe their parents
thought their prodigious talents excused
them from having conditions placed upon
them. If so, they did them no favours as good
manners, gratitude and graciousness appear
to be lacking in their social repertoires.
It usually takes a parent, teacher or coach to
remind kids that they have to earn the right to
have things, to do things and ultimately to be
respected. That’s a lesson that stays for life.
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